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Welcome and 
Opening Thoughts!



• Interview Summary

• True Colors

• Carver Governance Review

• Norms review/updates

Today:



What are we solving for?

Public 
discourse

Deliver the best product 
for your residents, businesses, 

and visitors

Make you attractive 
to developers, 

new residents, etc

Attracting & retaining 
the best talent

Legal 
problems



Interview Summary

Three Pillars are 
working

Growth Opportunities

Uncharted waters

Big Bowl issues

Big Improvements & 
greater 

commitment



Laura Smith
• Certified in True Colors assessment
• Team Leadership expert in private and 

public sectors for 15 years
• Last decade working with city teams on 

culture creation





A little about me:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you for inviting me here today. And I want to thank Tom and Jake for this opportunity as well. I have worked under Tom and Jake the majority of my time…I’ve been working for the city of St. Louis Park for the past 11 years. I came from the private sector and have found so much purpose in working for the public sector. I love supporting services that work directly with the community. Public sector work can be rewarding and very challenging, so its very rewarding to ensure staff have what they need to feel well at work. I live in St. Louis Park, with my husband and two kids who are 5 and 3 (today!). We love spending time outdoors, exploring hiking trails and doing art projects in our free time. 



Today's Objectives

• Have a solid understanding of each color. 
• Develop a better understanding of yourself, and how your color 

spectrum shows up in your day to day.
• Develop a better understanding of others and appreciate different 

personalities and work styles.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ML



What to expect

• What is True Colors?
• Attributes of each color
• Who is at the table?
• Strengths you bring with your bright color
• Brightening pale colors
• Closure

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We will be doing some activities, moving you around, so it should be a fun time. 



History of True Colors

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Who loves history?Jung – Father of extroversion/introversionKatharine (mother) Isabel (daughter) - mom didn’t like daughter's fiancé, created personality/compatibility Interactive story – ask who's done Myers-Briggs, remember type?Keirsey – narrowed down 16 to 4Anyone who wants more information contact me after class. 400 BCE: Hippocrates – start of temperament theoryFour temperaments: sanguine, choleric, phlegmatic, melancholic 1921: Carl Jung Psychological Type – foundation for the classification of personality and behavior stylesFather of modern psychological type and temperament; grandfather of True Colors1956: Katharine Briggs and Isabel Briggs-Myers –Myers Briggs Type Indicator16 personality types – widely used in many environments today1967: David Keirsey, Please Understand Me  Four personality temperaments: Artisans, Guardians, Rationals, Idealists



History of True Colors
1978 Don Lowry

True Colors – Four Color Types

Green Orange Blue Gold

Valuing Differences, Creating Unity

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
KK



Why True 
Colors?

• True Colors:
• Shows your spectrum.
• Is easy to understand and remember.
• Has been validated and studied.

When we have a better understanding of 
ourselves and others, we can work better 
together.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are many personality inventories and ways to discover more about ourselves (Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, Strengths Finder, etc.)Many offer great insight but in workplaces they can be hard to remember. True colors shows your entire color spectrum, not just your strengths or comfort zone, and honors the fact that we all have each personality attributes within us, but some are stronger than others. 



True 
Colors 

Ground 
Rules

This is a self-reporting technique

Each person possesses the full four-
color spectrum

Personality styles, types, colors are 
not the whole story but they are 
the foundation on which human 
behavior is based

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
KK9:10 start1. This is who you are TODAY – not who you want to be, what others say you are2. You have ALL colors 3. True Colors is used to UNDERSTAND – not a crutch or excuseA lot more can come into play- background, experiences, family experience, introversion and extroversion.



Your True Color spectrum

• Highest score is your primary, or dominant color
• Your lowest score is your palest, or least present color.

19 17 15 9

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Add your number to color stickers and add them to your name tagWhen you come back, please seat at the table of your brightest color. 



General traits of ORANGE

• ACTION ORIENTED

• ENERGETIC

• ADVENTUROUS

• RESOURCEFUL

• SPONTANEOUS

• JUST DO IT

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
KKPlayful, energetic, “just do it”, test limits, quick witted, creative, inventive, a natural entertainer, high need for mobility, visual and kinestheticPushes the boundaries, thrives on competition, likes tangible rewards, impulsive and spontaneous, appreciates immediate feedback, most productive in informal environments, “we’ll figure it out/make it work”Spontaneous communication – stop by your desk, passing in hallway direction/questionsBounce around from different tasks, don’t need to complete before moving onDislikes: organized schedules, strict agendas, deadlines, micromanaging and constant follow-upCleverGreat trouble shooterJokes and tells funny storiesEnjoys talking about adventures, fun experiences and new ways to do thingsAvoids unnecessary detail 



True Colors At Work: Orange
• Tackle their work with enthusiasm so they can quickly move on to other pursuits. 
• They are great at working under pressure and prefer to work on jobs that are 

lively, risky, and unpredictable. 
• They grow restless with jobs that tie them down and limit their personal 

freedom. 
• They are straightforward, realistic, and practical workers who bring a flair, 

energy and excitement to the workplace. 
• They are talented, resourceful, skillful and adaptable. 
• They are upbeat and social in nature, and present a positive image of themselves 

and their company.
• They are action-oriented workers who know how to get results they desire.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
KKCommunication style: Clever, Great trouble shooter, Jokes and tells funny stories, Enjoys talking about adventures, fun experiences and new ways to do things, Spontaneous communication, Avoids unnecessary detail Communication tips: Ask for their patience, Be active, Provide video, contests and games, Bring humor, Talk loudly, Be animatedExample: long meetings have stretch breaks, offer challenges/healthy competition, formal requests may seem informal (questions while passing in hallway), “drop-in” chats



General traits of GOLD
• RESPONSIBLE

• DEPENDABLE

• ORGANIZED

• DUTIFUL

• DETAILED

• SCHEDULED

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
KKPunctual, predictable, precise, Values order and the status quo, Duty, loyalty, useful, responsible; Strong belief in policies, procedures, rules; Most comfortable with a formal environmentLoves to plan, Detail oriented, Service oriented, Values family traditions, Helpful and trustworthy, Conservative and stable, Rarely breaks the driving laws, doesn’t question the “why”Finish task before moving on, formal communication w/ details, deadlines/check-ins,Dislikes: spontaneous, not following agenda, no plans,Like to explain things in detailSpeak in even tonesWhat has worked beforeCautions approachPrefers clear factsDoes not often question what is requestedProjects serious nature



True Colors At Work: Gold

• Prefer jobs that allow them to be thorough, accurate, and systematic. 
• Prefer to work in situations where they can see a job through to the end, and 

then touch and feel the results. 
• Are practical, efficient and cooperative workers that respect authority, discipline 

and punctuality. 
• Work best in environments that are traditional, structured, orderly and filled with 

other hard-working people. 
• Have a compelling need to follow established procedures and routines and do 

things the “right” way. 
• Are stable, honest and dependable workers who generally put the needs of the 

company above their own.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
KKExample: Focus on order of agenda, group projects they make take the lead,Communication style: Like to explain things in detail, Speak in even tones, Talk with plans, rules and deadlines, What has worked before, What people have done in the past, Cautions approach, Prefers clear facts, Does not often question what is requested, Projects serious natureCommunication tips: Be factual and “professional,” Appeal to their need for stability and structure, Be clear, concise and direct, Serve as an authority figure, Project a clear definition of what is right and wrong, allow time to think before response



General traits of GREEN
• ANALYTICAL

• INTELLIGENT

• VISIONARY

• KNOWLEDGEABLE

• COMPETENT

• THEORETICAL

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ML“I’ll Think About It”, Knowledge is power, Theoretical, Idea people, Perfectionist; Visionaries, futuristsCool, calm and collected; Abstract, conceptual, global; Need for independence & private time; Explores all facets before making decisions; Approaches interpersonal relationships in a logical manner



True Colors At Work: Green

• Driven towards work that involves an analytical and creative focus. 
• Visionary and independent workers who can tune out the world as they work on things 

that capture their interest.
• Most productive when they can perfect an idea, then move on and leave the project to 

be maintained and supported by others. 
• Work well with complex strategies, abstract concepts and theoretical models. 
• Prefer a work environment with minimum structure and little bureaucracy. 
• Enjoy taking risks to test their innovative ideas. 
• Their biggest asset is their drive to be competent, logical and accurate.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
MLCommunication style: Asks a lot of questions, Enjoys working independently, Likes to discuss ideas and possibilities, Logical approach to solving problems, Questions everyone and everything, Needs answers based on theories, laws and principles, Plays devil's advocate, Quick to point out errors and criticizeCommunication tips: Be logical and factual; Be prepared to defend your position; Share with them the “big picture” and your global views; Be willing to try new concepts.



General traits of BLUE
•AUTHENTIC

•EMPATHETIC

•PASSIONATE

•COMMUNICATIVE

•HARMONIOUS

•RELATIONSHIP-ORIENTED

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
MLMediators, Optimistic, Caretakers, Passionate, Peacemakers, True romantics, Cause oriented, Need to feel special, Always has a kind wordSensitive to needs of others; Peace, harmony, relationships; Motivates and encourage others; Cooperative rather than competitive



True Colors At Work: Blue

• Concentrate on people and relationships. 
• Focus on service, and health and welfare of people. 
• Prefer warm, supportive, harmonious environments where workers are free to 

cooperate and communicate with each other.
• Are imaginative, enthusiastic and concerned about the personal welfare of those 

around them. 
• They dislike competition, conflict, bureaucracy and domineering authority 

figures. 
• They promote creativity, flexibility, individuality and personal expression.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
MLCommunication style: Likes discussions; Abundant giver of appreciation; Verbally expressive; Expresses feelings easily; Good listener; Sympathetic; Draws out others; Encouraging; Enjoys talking about relationshipsCommunication tips: Focus on active listening; Be okay with consulting others in decision making; Have an open-door policy; Be personal and caring; Be attentive with a lot of eye contact.



ORANGE
Others perceive orange as:
• Goofs off too much
• Manipulative
• Scattered
• Unable to stay on task
• Takes unnecessary risks
• Resists closure or decisions
• Obnoxious
• Immature
• Self-centered
• Irresponsible
• Flakey
• Impulsive

• Flexible, easy-going
• Clever, good negotiator
• Explores all practical options
• Welcomes new ideas
• Pushes the boundaries
• Maintains open-ended options
• Bold, assertive
• Values freedom
• Adventuresome, courageous
• Fun-loving: enjoys life
• Spontaneous
• Carefree

Oranges perceive themselves as:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
KKPerceptions: speaking “out of turn” disrespectful, lazy/unfocused, don’t care about the work, expectations of mistakes/incomplete workCommunication style: Clever, Great trouble shooter, Jokes and tells funny stories, Enjoys talking about adventures, fun experiences and new ways to do things, Spontaneous communication, Avoids unnecessary detail Communication tips: Ask for their patience, Be active, Provide video, contests and games, Bring humor, Talk loudly, Be animated



GOLD
Others perceive gold as:
• Rigid, inflexible
• Controlling, bossy
• Too serious
• Resistant to change
• Opinionated
• System-bound
• Lacking imagination
• Judgmental
• Boring
• Uptight
• Predictable
• Autocratic

• Consistent
• Provides structure
• Goal-oriented
• Firm or traditional
• Knows right from wrong
• Loyal to organization
• Realistic
• Decisive, seeking closure
• Dependable
• Concerned about security
• Follows a routine
• Possesses leadership ability

Golds perceive themselves as:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
KKPerceptions: micromanage, too much focus on the work/their importance, arrogance, not willing to change/listen to other ideas, “just the facts” Self-perception: “if I don’t do it, it won’t be done/won’t be done right,” focused, dedicated, strong leaders, “don’t fix it if it’s not broke”Communication style: Like to explain things in detail, Speak in even tones, Talk with plans, rules and deadlines, What has worked before, What people have done in the past, Cautions approach, Prefers clear facts, Does not often question what is requested, Projects serious natureCommunication tips: Be factual and “professional,” Appeal to their need for stability and structure, Be clear, concise and direct, Serve as an authority figure, Project a clear definition of what is right and wrong, allow time to think before response



GREEN
Others perceive green as:
• Arrogant, a know-it-all
• Cold, hard
• Insensitive
• Head in the clouds
• Cool, aloof, unfeeling
• Afraid to open up 
• Critical, fault-finding
• Lacking compassion
• Unappreciative of others
• Intellectually demanding
• Argumentative
• Absent-minded

• Confident, 100%
• Mentally tough, strong
• Logical, rational
• Visionary, inventive
• Self-controlled
• Enjoying own company
• Good at analysis
• Objective
• Able to reprimand
• Perfectionists
• Knowledgeable
• Thinking deeply

Greens perceive themselves as:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
MLCommunication style: Asks a lot of questions, Enjoys working independently, Likes to discuss ideas and possibilities, Logical approach to solving problems, Questions everyone and everything, Needs answers based on theories, laws and principles, Plays devil's advocate, Quick to point out errors and criticizeCommunication tips: Be logical and factual; Be prepared to defend your position; Share with them the “big picture” and your global views; Be willing to try new concepts.



BLUE
Others perceive blue as:
• Very emotional
• Overly sensitive
• Mushy
• Too tender-hearted
• Easily persuaded
• Too nice
• Too trusting
• Smothering
• Too soft, too giving
• Weak
• Talking too much
• Illogical

• Feeling-oriented
• Compassionate
• Romantic
• Idealistic
• Empathetic 
• Caring
• Seeing best in others
• Nurturing
• Likes to please people
• Desires harmony
• Great communicator
• Valuing feelings

Blues perceive themselves as:

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
MLCommunication style: Likes discussions; Abundant giver of appreciation; Verbally expressive; Expresses feelings easily; Good listener; Sympathetic; Draws out others; Encouraging; Enjoys talking about relationshipsCommunication tips: Focus on active listening; Be okay with consulting others in decision making; Have an open-door policy; Be personal and caring; Be attentive with a lot of eye contact.



Sally Wantz 21   17   12   10



Bill Meyer 19   19 13   9



Robert Carp 20   19 12   9



Rob Ward 18   18 15   9



Jo Beaudreau 20 19 15 6



Mike Miller 21   18 11 9



Erin Reynolds 22   17   13 8



Ann Baker 20 18 13 9



John Pitcher 24   17 13  6



Megan Messmer 21   15 13 11



Lindsey White 20 17 14  9



Alex Ferguson 21 19 10 10



Wendy Farley-
Campell

24 14 13 9



A tied score

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A tie between two colors does not mean your test is invalid. It means you can easily move between these two colors. If they are bright, think of them as double strengths. They are both comfortable for you and you may use either one in different situations or you may toggle between the two in the same situation. 



Perceived opposites



Your team’s color spectrum:

Name 1st 2nd 3rd 4th
Sally Wantz 21 17 12 10
Bill Meyer 19 19 13 9
Robert Carp 20 19 12 9
Rob Ward 18 18 15 9
Jo Beaudreau 20 19 15 6
Mike Miller 21 18 11 9
Erin Reynolds 22 17 13 8
Anne Baker 20 18 13 9
John Pitcher 24 17 13 6
Megan Messmer 21 15 13 11
Lindsey White 20 17 14 9
Alex Ferguson 21 19 10 10
Wendy Farley-Campell 24 14 13 9



You may start to notice…

• Why you work well with certain people.

• Why you may not see eye to eye with others.



No color bashing!



Let’s brighten!

• Personal and professional values
• Strengths
• Needs

• Stressors/Frustrations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Spend a moment to think about your bright colors.  Write down any values, strengths, needs that stood out to you as attributes of your bright colors. Additionally, what are some stressors/frustrations that you face in the workplace? When you’re done, turn to the person next to you and share. Ask each person to share out with the group in their pairs. During discussion: what an eye-opening activity to find that what fills your cup can drain someone else’s. What one person needs to thrive, can be frustrating for another. Possibly share example from IT team building. 



Activity

• Split into two groups and move to separate sides of the room. 

Group One  Group Two
Sally Wantz  Bill Meyer
Robert Carp  Mike Miller
Erin Reynolds  Rob Ward
Jo Beaudreau  Wendy Farley-Campbell
Alex Ferguson  Lindsay White
Ann Baker  Megan Messmer
   John Pitcher



• Your community just experienced an earthquake with a magnitude of 
7.9. A tsunami hits moments later.

• What do you do next, individually and as a team?

• What is YOUR first instinct? What comes naturally to you, what is 
challenging?

Blended Color Activity- Group 1

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Discuss what your plan would be. Order of debrief: Orange, Gold, Green and Blue



Blended Color Activity- Group 2
Passenger log (12 total)
• You
• The captain
• 2 deck hands Lloyd and Harry
• Newlywed couple on honeymoon (in early 20s' 

expecting 1st child)
• CEO of a Fortune 500 Company (on the brink of a 

cancer cure)
• Outdoor adventure couple (in mid-40s; has 2 

foster kids at home)
• Disabled vet; won this sponsored trip (lost leg in 

Iraq; single parent)
• 12-yr old son of disabled vet (only child)
• 4-yr old German Shepherd (PTSD dog of disabled 

vet)

Rules for the exercise
• People cannot hang onto the side of the raft
• A couple counts as 2 people, not 1
• They are not certain, but there may be an 

island 10 miles away.
• The dog counts as 1
• The raft is equipped with two oars
• Be realistic and come to a team consensus on 

the 5 that you will save
• You must justify why you selected the 5.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Questions may arise such as: how cold is it? What time of the year is it? – just simply state: You have all the information you need"Who will survive? Your time begins now." Begin timer for 10 minutes.You may notice the following:- Extroverts will take over the planning, Introverts are too quiet- Golds are trying to create a structure- Blues are trying to receive everyone’s input- Oranges may appear to be disengaged or creating solutions- Greens are quiet and trying to interject when needed- People are shut-down based off their justifications, causing them to be disengaged- Individuals show care/concern for other color spectrums, acknowledging them 



Blended Color Activity

• Did you notice specific traits or ways of thinking that aligned with 
people's bright colors?

• Did any challenges arise and how did you work through those?
• What value did each color bring to the process?
• Could you see different leadership styles emerge with different 

bright colors?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
KK/MLWhat's the purpose of this activity...To see how each color is represented and what attributes they contributeTo help participants appreciate the various skills, talents, and abilities each person brings to a situationTo help participants apply these concepts to their professional/personal lifeAsk the following: “Which group would like to go first?” “Announce the 5 that you selected to save and why.”  11. Listen to their answers (there are no right or wrong answers). Then ask the team the following prompting questions: - “Who was the leader in the team?” You will notice that usually a leader is not assigned which should be the first step in a team building activity, people will point to an individual (simply ask the person if they knew they were the leader – usually it is no)- “How did you come up with the consensus of who stays and who goes?”- “How effective was the communication?” - “Did anyone feel ‘not heard?’” “How did that make you feel?”- “Did you feel that your color spectrum was acknowledged by the team? How?” - “Did anyone go out of their way to acknowledge another color…how?”End with the question: “How many of you actually gave thought to saving everyone and finding a solution?” Solutions can include rotating people in and out of the boat, etc. State the following: “One of the most difficult tasks of a leader is figuring out how to make it work.”Facilitator Notes:- This scenario may not be realistic to some. However, when someone is going through something stressful in life, they may feel like their ship is sinking and they must make decisions.- In life we make decisions and sometimes we have to justify them.- We must acknowledge our team members color spectrums to create buy-in and enhance communication – this helps to reduce conflict if it arises.



Pale color activity

• Switch activities for each group.
• Attempt to brighten your pale color as you discuss.

• Blue: Be intentional about asking for people’s input. 
• Gold: Attempt to give structure, inquire about rules
• Green: Ask questions to seek more information
• Orange: Make decisions quickly.



Gold 
Communication 
Tips

• Be factual and “professional”
• Appeal to their need for stability and structure
• Be clear, concise and direct
• Serve as an authority figure
• Project a clear definition of what is right and wrong.



Orange Communication 
Tips

• Ask for their patience
• Be active
• Provide video, contests and games
• Bring humor
• Talk loudly
• Be animated



Green Communication Tips

• Be logical and factual.
• Be prepared to defend your position.
• Share with them the “big picture” and your 

global views.
• Be willing to try new concepts.
• Be okay with a lot of questions and “why?”



Blue
Communication

Tips

• Focus on active listening.
• Be okay with consulting others in decision 

making.
• Have an open-door policy.
• Be personal and caring.
• Be attentive with a lot of eye contact.



Discussion

• What was different for you while 
you brightened your pale color?



Your color spectrum:

Name 1st 2nd 3rd 4th
Sally Wantz 21 17 12 10
Bill Meyer 19 19 13 9
Robert Carp 20 19 12 9
Rob Ward 18 18 15 9
Jo Beaudreau 20 19 15 6
Mike Miller 21 18 11 9
Erin Reynolds 22 17 13 8
Anne Baker 20 18 13 9
John Pitcher 24 17 13 6
Megan Messmer 21 15 13 11
Lindsey White 20 17 14 9
Alex Ferguson 21 19 10 10
Wendy Farley-Campell 24 14 13 9

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Looking at this color make up of your team, what do you all think you need to keep in mind as you move forward?








"We don't see things as they 
are, we see things as we
are."
-ANAÏS NIN

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
KK



Closing

• What is one take away you have from today?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
KK/MLCALL TO ACTION – who's going to keep you accountable? How will you follow-through?Throw ball 



Break!



Stages of Team Development
• Forming

• Storming

• Norming

• Performing



When you build a house you start from…?





Carver Governance
Clear Roles

Trust

High performance 
from council and staff

Ownership confidence

What’s it all about?



Key Principals of Carver

Role

Ownership

One Voice

Ends vs. Means

Clear governance model
Know the PLAYBOOK and your ROLE on the team.

It’s not about you!

The power of the individual resides in the 
group

Stay focused on the big bowl



Dinner!



What are norms and why have them?

Guidelines on how 
leadership will 

interact with each 
other

Clarity of expectation to 
prevent conflict

Leads to effective 
decision making

Builds trust Changes?



Day One closing 
thoughts?
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